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Fluttering Friends
Our Mission: To study and research the population of butterflies
found in our area, educate ourselves and the community through
shared education, create butterfly gardens and habitats, conduct field
trips, participate in the annual butterfly count, and have fun.
katzenhunde1@gmail.com or 941-955-5569.

President’s Message

But more essential is for everyone to take an active
role in the Jubilee agenda—your involvement is
what’s going to make it a true celebration!

If you’ve been reading the past issues of our
newsletter, you should be aware of our club’s
upcoming celebration event on October 25th:

You are
cordially
invited:

Memories: put your thinking caps on and share a
fond memory or two about the club—people, places,
funny stories. We’d love to have you send in a short
snippet of these memories that can be compiled into
a (hopefully lengthy!) handout. Or you can share
them with the group during the “open mic for
memories” portion of the program. Contact: Karen
Rosenbeck at karen.rosenbeck@gmail.com, or 860307-3346.

Sarasota Butterfly Club’s

* SILVER JUBILEE *

Celebrating 25 Years as a Club
Thursday, October 25, 2018 at 4:30 PM
Sarasota Garden Club
1131 Boulevard of the Arts
Sarasota, FL 34236

Cake contest: Bake a butterfly themed cake, either
by shape or decorations; the attendees will vote for a
winner and perhaps you’ll win the $25 Publix gift
card! Please contact Barbara Rothman in advance to
enter your cake (rothman@aol.com; 941-330-6564).
RSVP by October 15th: Tell us how many in your
party and whether you’re bringing a food dish (finger
foods only, please: appetizers, sandwiches or fruit)
or a bottle of wine or paying $5 instead of bringing
anything. RSVP to Barbara Rothman by October
15th at rothman@aol.com or 941-330-6564.

Join us for a trip down memory lane. How did
we start? Amazing details.
Poetry, photos, and more!
Light bites, wine, and a fun time for all.

Raffle: We will have two themed baskets to raffle at
the event: “Butterflies” and “Butterfly Gardening.”
We need donations of items related to either: ID or
how-to books, gardening tools, binoculars or other
field trip items, gift cards, $ to purchase items, etc.
Whatever is not used will be held for January 2019
Super Raffle. Contact: Karen Rosenbeck at
karen.rosenbeck@gmail.com or call/text to
860-307-3346.

Homemade Butterfly Cake Contest – Are you
a creative baker? Bake a butterfly cake either
by shape or decorations. Winner receives a
$25 Publix gift card (donated anonymously).
Members & their invited guests only. RSVP.

P.S. We’re seeking helpers!

So what does “seeking helpers” mean? Of course
there is the usual request for help to set up, decorate
and clean up. Contact Jackie Fountaine, at

Mark your calendars and join in on the fun!
“Always keep butterflies in your field of vision”
Karen Rosenbeck
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TRAIL MIX
“Antidotal Evidence”
By John Lampkin
Do your eyes glaze over when encountering a
botanical name? Are you perplexed by the
pronunciation of those multisyllabic mouthfuls of
mutilated Latin? Relax! Any pronunciation you can
utter without injury is acceptable and since botanical
names carry interesting info it’s worth paying
attention.
Such is the case with Mohr’s Thoroughwort, Eupatorium mohrii. [you-puh-TORE-ee-um MORE-ee-eye.]
“Mohrii” honors Alabama botanist Charles Theodore
Mohr and the genus “Eupatorium” refers to
Mithridates VI Eupator Dionysius, a BC king of what
is now part of Turkey. His daddy was poisoned by
persons unknown, so Mithridates VI vowed to never
let that happen to himself. He concocted an antidotal
potion by combining 54 different toxic plants and
guess what, some of those are in the genus that now
bears his name. Indeed, some Eupatoriums are
deadly, like White Snakeroot which killed Abe
Lincoln’s mom when she drank milk from a cow that
had eaten some. Mithridates drank a little of his elixir
every day, thinking that it would build up his body’s
immunity, and miraculously, his
plan worked! What didn’t kill him
made him stronger, vital enough to
carry on and cavort like kings did
back in the good old days. He
married his sister (on purpose!),
took other wives, kept mistresses,
repeatedly whupped Roman butt in
a bunch of wars you can Google,
and bumped off political enemies
including two of his misbehaving
sons. Finally, after 72 years of such
fun and games, his luck ran out.
Facing a certain and humiliating
death, he tried to kill himself by
drinking full-strength poison. Irony
of ironies—his immunity was so

strong by then it didn’t kill but only weakened him to
the point he couldn’t even fall on his sword. He had
to beg a friend to finish him off. Mithridates” became
a now-bygone synonym for “antidote” and his aka
name Eupator lives on in field guides and plant
atlases.
If Mohr’s Thoroughwort is toxic, pollinators like
Gray Hairstreak butterflies aren’t adversely affected
as they probe the myriad blooms alongside bees and
beetles. Do their eyes glaze over when encountering
a botanical name on garden plant signage? No, the
only language they know translates to, “Show me the
nectar!”
John Lampkin leads interpretive walks at 9 am on the
first Tuesday of each month at the Sun City Center
Nature Trails. No antidotal beverages will be served.
John Lampkin
JohnLampkin@JohnLampkin.com
1807 Fort Duquesna Dr.
Sun City Center, FL 33573
845 367-3210

Photo by John Lampkin

September Club Events:
•
•

Sept 27th, Program Meeting: A photo presentation of the NABA Biennial Meeting
just held in Tallahassee
Sept 29th Field Trip to Sweet Bay Nursery in Parrish with Tom Heitzman and Jean
Evoy — you’ll have a chance to buy plants too!!
Get all the details on page 10
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A Rare Butterfly Defies the Odds
Editor: This column has been reprinted with permission from Pat Rossi and the Broward County Butterfly Club

Every time one is spotted it is like a jewel in our
midst. This is what the butterfly enthusiasts think
when they see the Schaus swallowtail butterfly
emerge after months of pupa hiatus to flitter among
the leaves of south Florida’s hammocks. This
butterfly is an uncommon sight because it is the
endangered Schaus swallowtail butterfly, Heraclides
(=Papilio) aristodemus ponceanus.
This swallowtail encapsulates everything we want to
teach about diversity in nature. It is endemic to Florida. It breeds only in south Florida’s fractured hardwood hammocks using native trees. It is a pollinator,
a butterfly facing many dangers in the wild, trying to
overcome obstacles. This species also teaches us how
to engage in protracted conservation efforts. The butterfly signifies the balance we should maintain between preserving nature for future generations while
dealing with the loss of habitat due to development.

found in South Florida in Dade and Monroe counties
to the Lower Matecumbe Key. It is named after the
Miami physician William Schaus, who discovered it
in 1911. Hundreds of these swallowtails were seen
up until the 1970s moving freely from the mainland
to the upper and lower Keys. The numbers plummeted in 1973 as a result of mosquito control programs
in South Florida and the Keys. The species was then
listed as Threatened by the US Fish and Wildlife
Service in 1976. By the late 1980s, it had disappeared from most of its range and was restricted to
North Key Largo in the south, and Elliott Key of
Biscayne National Park in the North. The original
range was Adam, Elliott, Old Rhodes, Swan and
The swallowtail's unique stripes include brown on the Totten Keys within Biscayne National Park. The
upper surface forewings with dull yellow contrasts
status was changed to Endangered on August 31,
within a row of yellow submarginal spots and a broad 1984 because the population became very unstable.
yellow median band. The hindwings and tails have
There were some increases in numbers in the latter
straight edges outlined in yellow while the undersides 1980s with Elliott Key having a population of 750 to
of the butterfly’s wings have yellow and black color- 1,000 in 1986, but hurricane Andrew in 1992 took its
ings in the median and submarginal forewings. It is a toll to reduce the numbers to just 58 individuals.
majestic sight to see them nectaring, displaying an
Reintroduction programs by the University of
orange-brown and iridescent blue on the ventral
Florida have given this butterfly a new hope for life.
hindwing surfaces. It can be mistaken for the closelyThis swallowtail restricts itself to the fractured hardrelated giant swallowtail the Papilio cresphontes, a
larger butterfly with yellow-filled tails and a diagonal wood hammocks found in the Keys. It is not known
how much land it takes to support a viable population
yellow bar across its forewings.
of approximately 1,000 which is the anticipated popuHistorically the endangered Schaus swallowtail was lation limit. The Schaus swallowtail (cont. next pg.)
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(A Rare Butterfly…, cont. )

uses host trees
from the
Rutaceae family.
One of them,
Torchwood,
Amyris elemifera,
is a medium-sized
tree to twentytwo feet which
grows along the
edges of coastal
and hardwood
hammocks in
whose shade
Torchwood, Amyris elemifera
sprout hardwood seedlings. The flowers are whitish, fragrant and
tiny and its fruits attracts birds and mammals. Wild
Lime, Zanthoxylum fagara, used by the Schaus as a
host, is also a favorite host of the giant swallowtail. It
is more of a large shrub which typically grows ten to
twenty feet high. These illusive swallowtails are
known to fly along roads or over the ocean for short
distances seeking nectar plants. Some favorite nectar
sources are blooms of the cheese shrub, Morinda
royoc, blue porterweed, Stachytarpheta jamaicensis,
sea grape, Coccoloba uvifera, wild sage, Lantana
involucraa, wild coffee Psychotria nervosa and
guava, Psidium guajava. Females fly within the
hammock, venturing out only to nectar while male
butterflies patrol the trails and hammock edges, both
of them skillfully avoiding spider webs. Nevertheless
harsh conditions in the wild equates to a short life. On
average males live 3.3 days and females 3.6 days.
The hatched larva survives five percent of the time,

August/September 2018
droppings. Even before the misshapen swallowtail
emerges from its pharate existence, it is food for birds
which prey on the chrysalis and adults alike. Only 3 to
4 percent of the eggs make it to an adult because twig
and fire ants or anole lizards plunder the eggs. Additionally hurricanes are a threat to the aristodemus
ponceanus and faced with drought, the pupa at times
remains in diapause up to two years.
Even more devastating is the use of Dibrum
insecticide and diesel fuel by the Florida Keys
Mosquito Control, called adulticides which is used to
eliminate mosquitos on non-targets such as the
Schaus. Even though the Biscayne National Park
habitat refrains from these controls in protected areas,
drifts into these parks are possible. There have been
many efforts to help the Schaus butterfly overcome
the stacked odds. Seedlings of Torchwood have been
planted on Elliott and Adams Key.
A captive-breeding program by University of Florida
(UF) led by Jaret Daniels, PhD. has been one of many
conservation efforts used to foray extinction of this
Florida species. The UF lab-raised breeding pairs are
carefully marked before release or their eggs kept to
reproduce as an insurance against numbers getting
exceedingly low in the wild. This program includes
monitoring after releases and the UF with the Florida
Park Service puts out a call each April for volunteers
to survey this elusive creature on North Key Largo
when pupa are expected to emerge. The Miami Blue
Chapter of NABA under Dr. Elane Nuehring, a dedicated butterfly conservationist led and encouraged
others to do many of these surveys in Elliott Key and
North Key Largo hammock. This is an ongoing endeavor through the Miami Blue chapter. Last year, a
number of aristodemus ponceanus, under one
hundred, were spotted by volunteers along with local
butterflies. It’s a hopeful sign, but the work continues.
The Schaus butterfly teaches us the importance of
diversity, the need to protect and manage our hardwood forests; our ecosystem. It forces us to find the
right balance to live side-by-side with nature without
doing serious harm to our back yard pollinators. We
choose to save a species because according to a source
“biodiversity increases the stability of ecosystem
functions through time”, plus it is the right thing to do.
Pat Rossi, 2016. Special thanks to: Linda Evans, Ron
Nuehring and Susan Kolterman of MBC, Cindy Jenkins at BCBC and Roger Hammer.

some low odds. To foil predators, the eggs are laid
singly on new leaves but the survival rate in the wild
is unfavorable. The first instar of the caterpillar
resembles lizard waste and the mature ones, bird

All photos by Jaret C. Daniels from http://entnemdept.ufl.edu/
creatures/bfly/schaus_swallowtail.htm
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What Members are Seeing and Talking About
David Schmidt (early July): I was happy to see
quite a few Zebra Longwings in my yard in Sarasota
in June and July including the couple in the attached
picture. Its nearby host plant was corky stem passion
vine growing in the
shade in an Oak tree
that I planted last
year. Flowering
native coffee plants
provided nectar and
pollen among others. Thanks to those
from the butterfly
club who provided
such wonderful information. You
helped make all this
possible!
I was lucky to capture a video of them
and posted it on Instagram for those
that are technology
savvy. You can find it @bettervegetables
Jean Evoy (early July): Here

are a few things we have
seen recently: Pipevine Swallowtail, Queen, Sachem
Skipper, Barred Yellow and Viceroy. The Sachem
is fairly rare around here. I liked the back lighting on
the Barred Yellow. I have taken scads of pix of the
white summer form, but they generally come out just
white. Blah.
Also watched a Zebra Swallowtail laying eggs, but
she moved too fast for good photos.

Photos:
Pipevine (left)
and Viceroy
(right) by Bill
Evoy;
Above right, top
to bottom:
Queen,
Sachem and
Barred Yellow by
Jean Evoy.
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What Members are Seeing and Talking About
Sue Mathias: What do you get when you combine
three bamboo poles, some string and a package of
garden beans?? I’m sure you know the answer…
Long–tailed Skippers! I decided to try this since I
love green beans and was intrigued with the idea of a
little mini-garden. (Thanks to Lucy Tobias and
Karen Rosenbeck for this concept). I did two small
garden circles with some good soil, planted the beans,
watered and waited. The beans quickly started growing up the strings and soon I had a nice crop of green
beans. I never saw the female skipper lay her eggs but
one day I saw several of the bean leaves folded over
and there they were! It was a great joy to give yet
another butterfly a place to raise their young AND to
get delicious fresh green beans for dinner.
A Win/Win! Butterfly blessings!

Above: the bean
nursery
Right: the hint of
caterpillar activity notched and rolled
leaves
Below: Here I am—
can you see me?
Photos by Sue Mathias

Karen Rosenbeck: To continue on with the Long–
tailed Skipper saga…….my recent pole bean circle
was devoured by caterpillars, yet I could never spot a
chrysalis. I expected to find them “hanging out” like
the other butterfly chrysalises in
my yard
Brown cigar-like chrysalis
(Monarchs, Zebwithin leaf roll
ras, Fritillaries,
etc.). My bean
plants were on
their last gasp
with a few cats
left, so I decided
to raise two and
watch the cycle.
They were eating
the remaining
bean leaves and
going into their
rolled leaf nests.
Then nothing seemed to be
happening. So, duh, I finally
did some research and
learned that the Long–tailed
Skipper caterpillar doesn’t
travel anywhere for its last
stage but actually transforms
within the leaf roll (above)!

Only one
survived
and here it
is (above)
ready for
its maiden
flight, and
(right)
after a
safe
landing
one foot
away! I
wonder
what that
look was
saying?
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What Members are Seeing and Talking About
have ever seen. Consequently, there were Black
Swallowtails flitting around and mating. We
counted 99 in about 1/4/ mile!

Betty Keys: (8/16) Here’s a picture of a Viceroy
caterpillar on willow; I never had one in the yard
before. Brought the egg in and it hatched 8/4.

At the end of the count, we surveyed the fern garden
boardwalk in the hammock. It was steamy, but we
saw several folded leaf shelters. We opened a
couple to confirm
that there really
Water
were Brazilians
Hemlock
inside. The white
gonads on this one
clearly showed that
he was a male!
A steamy, sweaty
day, but well worth
the effort!

Viceroy Caterpillar

Jean Evoy: Our new little house seems to be at the
epicenter of the White Peacock population in Desoto
County. I guess there must be plenty of Bacopa in
nearby ditches.
Over the years I
have often photographed WP
adults, but I have
only seen a couple
of cats. This one
was crawling up
the outside wall of
our house.
Now I'll have to
keep an eye out for
a green chrysalis.

Mating
Black
Swallowtails

White Peacock Caterpillar

Jean Evoy:
Highland Hammocks Count 7/14/2018 (Sebring, FL)
It was HOT and driving around the park in ATVs
was dicey because they got five inches of rain two
days before the count. There was more Water
Hemlock growing along the south canal road than I

Brazilian Skipper
Caterpillar
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What Members are Seeing and Talking About
Zen Kurokawa: I ran into this project (of online catalog transcription) and thought it might be of interest to
our members. It asks volunteers to look at online
photos of butterflies, that have (handwritten) labels in
the picture, read the labels and enter (the information
into a structured database).
https://www.notesfromnature.org/active-expeditions/
Butterfly
Editor: One of these projects is for the McGuire
Center at FMNH in Gainesville. As per the website:
“The challenge of making natural history data
available for the broadest use is enormous. Today,
there are ~10 billion specimens housed in natural
history museums around the world! Natural history
museums across the world share a common goal – to
conserve and make available knowledge about natural
and cultural heritage. The Notes from Nature project
gives you the opportunity to make a scientifically
important contribution towards that goal. Every
transcription (of entering handwritten notes into a
digitized database) that is completed brings us closer
to filling gaps in our knowledge of global biodiversity
and natural heritage”.

Tatiana Staats with a rare guest: Friends, Hello!
I’ve been documenting b’flies nectaring on one
particular lantana bush on the property. Up to 16
species! Attached pic is from this morning (8/29). We
had another big blow yesterday evening with very
strong winds from the SE. I think it was blown
off-course because Hammocks aren’t supposed to be
this far north? What do you think? Have you been
seeing them around Sarasota Co.? Jean Evoy: Wow!
I've never seen one period. Great picture.
Hammock Skipper

Note: Butterflies

and Moths of North America verified
the identity as a Hammock Skipper with the following
comments: “This is a very good northerly record of a
fresh individual, suggesting that the species has
established a temporary population in the area.”
NEWS
TIDBITS
FROM THE
GARDEN
•

Articles, observations, photos wanted
for the newsletter. Contact Karen
Rosenbeck

•

The Friday morning garden crew still
needs you—summer weeds are here!
Contact Catherine LaBrie

•

Volunteers to help with the Silver
Jubilee on October 25th—help with
planning, etc. Contact Karen Finch

Like your gardens, our butterfly garden is lush and
green—and loaded with butterflies. White Peacocks
are in abundance this year, providing entertainment
to all with their aerial war games! A couple of
unexpected but very welcome visitors in the past
month included a Queen ovipositing on milkweed
and a Pipevine cruising the brick lane. Newly crafted
“I’ve Been Adopted” and “Adopt Me” signs are in
the works and being placed by Bob Haynes (Thank
you, Bob!), and, well, the work goes on!
Catherine Labrie and the garden crew.
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Editor: This column for the newsletter will be repeated as book reviews
are submitted. Do you have a book that you love or frequently reference
related to butterflies, gardening, the environment, nature in general?
Share why in a few sentences or brief paragraphs. And don’t forget to
include the full title, author and print date. A picture of the cover is a
bonus!
Pat Lanier: I loved Barbara Kingsolver's Flight
Behavior (2012) delving into the complicated world
of climate change. Passed my copy on to my daughter
who is committed to saving bees and butterflies.
On line I found a nice review:
"Flight Behavior transfixes
from its opening scene, when a
young woman's narrow experience of life is thrown wide with
the force of a raging fire. In the
lyrical language of her native
Appalachia, Barbara Kingsolver bares the rich, tarnished humanity of her novel's inhabitants and unearths the modern
complexities of rural existence.
Characters and reader alike are
quickly carried beyond familiar
territory here, into the unsettled ground of science,
faith, and everyday truces between reason and conviction.”

gives the reader great tips on plant propagation, basic
but delightful information about hummingbirds and
butterflies, as well as his view on “natives versus
exotic” plants in your landscape. A great reference
book and an enjoyable read!
Native Plant Landscaping for Florida Wildlife
(2010) by Craig N. Huegel is
a wonderful resource if you
want to expand your butterfly
garden into havens for other
native wildlife. From defining
habitats and understanding
your existing yard conditions,
to describing native wildlife,
and giving extensive information about individual
plants/species (with photos,
thank you!), this book will
certainly get you started! And
you’ll come away with a
greater understanding of Florida’s differing
landscapes, its flora and fauna.

Karen Rosenbeck: I highly recommend two books
I’ve recently added to my gardening library, written
by our own Florida naturalists, Roger L. Hammer and
Craig N. Huegel.
Attracting Hummingbirds and Butterflies in
Tropical Florida (2015) by Roger L. Hammer
describes 200 of the best
plants to, as the title says,
lure hummingbirds and
butterflies into your yard.
Plants are listed alphabetically by scientific name
within the groupings of
trees (large, medium to
small), shrubs, vines and
herbs, subshrubs and
ground covers. Each plant
gets its own page listing its
common and scientific
name, genus and family,
synonyms, flowering
season, native range and
extensive comments illuminating Roger’s wealth of
knowledge, wit and humor. Along the way, he also

BUTTERFLY PLANTS
AND MORE!
Here are some new sources of butterfly plants and
upcoming sales events:
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•

Trent Culleny Landscape Inc. at 7150 Clark
Road, Sarasota, FL 34241, is now open to the
public, has butterfly plants, and has become a
“nursery partner” giving discounts to SCBC
club members

•

Sarasota Garden Club Plant Sale is being
held with the Flower Show on Saturday,
Oct 13th, 9am—4pm

•

Master Gardener’s Plant Sale, Saturday,
Oct. 13th, 8am—1pm; UF/IFAS Extension
Sarasota County, Twin Lakes Park, 6700 Clark
Road, Sarasota 34241
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Mark Your Calendars!
Get Your Walking
Shoes On!
Field Trips
are Starting!

There’s still time to register and attend!

North American Butterfly Association
13th Biennial Members' Meeting
Tallahassee, FL
September 16-19, 2018
http://www.naba.org/meeting.html

And if you cannot attend, then come to the
September 27th Club Program and find out

What Happened at the NABA
Biennial Meeting in Tallahassee?
Several members of our club are going to NABA’s
Biennial Meeting Sept 16-19. Most of the “meeting” will
involve exploring parks and preserves on full day field
trips, followed by networking with members from around
the country in the evening.
Today’s program will be a photo presentation of the
butterflies that were seen and any pearls of wisdom
that were heard.

September 29, 10 am: Sweet Bay Nursery
Owner, Tom Heitzman, and Jean
Evoy will show off the butterflies that flock to Sweet Bay
Nursery, 10824 Erie Rd, Parrish,
FL, You’ll also have a chance to
purchase native butterfly plants
to enhance your own garden. Meet at Sweet Bay
Nursery by 10 am, or meet at 9:15 am for
carpooling behind Starbucks 5485 University
Parkway. Fee: members and guests $5.00
Driving directions:
• take I-75 north to exit #224 Ellenton/
Palmetto.
• Left onto US 301/Fl 43, heading east.
• 3+ miles, take left on Harrison Ranch B.
• 2 miles, take right onto Erie Road.
• 0.7 miles to Sweet Bay Nursery on the left
(watch for sign; it is set back from the road)

October 15th, 10 am: Selby Gardens

Sarasota Garden Club
1131 Boulevard of the Arts

Trip leader, Barbara Feinberg will lead us
through the butterfly garden and around Selby
Gardens, 900 S Palm Ave, Sarasota, FL 34236.

Doors open 9:00 am with program start at 9:30 am.

Fee: No field trip fee will be charged, however,
there is an entrance fee to Selby Gardens:

Fee: members free; guests, $5

Stay Tuned……
SCBC may be visited by several members of the Broward
County Butterfly Club on October 19-20th. If confirmed,
Karen Finch will lead a field trip at Scherer-Thaxton
Preserve on Saturday morning, October 20th for both our
club members and visitors. More to come………...

Nov 3-6, 2018—more at
Texasbutterflyfestival.com
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•
•
•
•

Free to Selby Gardens members
$10 for Selby Garden Member’s guests
$20 to non-members
$18 if 10 or more in a group

RSVP is required by October 10th to Barbara
Feinberg at bjoyful27@gmail.com. Please state
whether you are a member and willing to bring a
guest.
To better enjoy any field trip, wear closedtoe shoes and bring water, bug spray, sunscreen and/or hats and binoculars (optional).
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Club Contacts
OFFICERS

PLANNING COMMITTEE

President: Karen Rosenbeck
Karen.rosenbeck@gmail.com
cell 860-307-3346
Vice-President: OPEN
Secretary: Beverly Blair
bjblair@hotmail.com
941-379-4362

Webmaster : Beverly Bowen
941-966-5342
Beverly@BeverlyBowen.com
SGC Liaison: Catherine LaBrie
(no email)
941-955-2644
Garden Consultants:
Richard and Catherine LaBrie
(no email)
941-955-2644

Treasurer/Membership: Jim Slaminko
jimslaminko13@gmail.com
941-921-9597

Refreshments: Jackie Fountaine
Katzenhunde1@gmail.com
941-955-5569

Publicity: Barbara Rothman rothman@aol.com
941-330-6564
Newsletter Editor: Karen Rosenbeck
Karen.rosenbeck@gmail.com
cell 860-307-3346
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authors and may not be reproduced or used in any manner without the express
written permission of the originator.

share your contact information with other Club members. Thank you.

Membership
Application

Sarasota County
Butterfly Club
NABA Chapter

Annual Dues:

Name:

____ Individual $35.00 ($70 outside U.S., Can., Mex.)
____ Family $45.00 ($90 outside U.S., Can., Mex.)
____ Check if renewing

Address:

City:

State:

Phone:

Cell:

Ot her:

E-Mail Address:

Special Interests:

Zip:

___ Do Not Share contact information with other club members

Gardening

Observation

Photography

Conservation

Make checks payable to Sarasota County Butterfly Club, NABA Chapter
Mail check and form to: Sarasota County Butterfly Club
1131 Boulevard of the Arts Sarasota, FL, 34236-4809
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Upcoming Club Events

September 27, 2018, 9:30 am, Program Meeting: A Photographic Report of What Happened at the
NABA Biennial Members Meeting; Sarasota Garden Club 1131 Blvd of the Arts, Sarasota.
September 29, 2018, 10 am Field Trip to Sweet Bay Nursery; Leaders: Jean Evoy, Tom Heitzman.
October 15, 2018, Field Trip to Selby Gardens; Trip leader Barbara Feinberg. RSVP w/ Entry fee.
October 25, 2018, 4:30 pm, Silver Jubilee; Sarasota Garden Club 1131 Blvd of the Arts, Sarasota.
October 27, 2018, Marc Minno morning walk/afternoon program; Audubon Nature Center, Sarasota.
November 29, 2018, 9:30 am, Program Meeting: Monarchs Sarasota Garden Club 1131 Blvd of the
Arts, Sarasota
December 2019—No meeting
January 9th, Wednesday, 4:30 pm—First Meeting 2019. Sarasota Garden Club 1131 Blvd of the Arts,
Sarasota. Members and their invited guests only.

PLANNED GIVING
Estate planning isn’t only for the wealthy. If you have an interest in charitable giving,
you may want to provide for the causes you care about. To create your estate plan,
you will need to work with an attorney who specializes in wills, trusts or estate planning.
A gift to the Sarasota County Butterfly Club can make a significant impact in our ability
to continue our mission and support the conservation of butterflies and there are a
number of ways to include SCBC in your estate plan. If you might consider a gift to our
organization, we would be delighted to work with you and your advisors to explore the
many options. For more information, contact Will Hayes, will.hayes5751@gmail.com.
Legal Disclaimer: Legal counsel should be consulted prior to making any decision on planned giving. The information above is
intended to provide general information on gift giving and should not be used as specific legal, tax or investment advice .

Sarasota County Butterfly Club
1131 Boulevard of the Arts
Sarasota, FL, 34236-4809
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